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Abstract

Past research has found that regulatory closure, that is, successful goal striving reg-

ulated either under a promotion or prevention focus, has important consequences in

terms ofmotivational activation andmobilisation of cognitive resources in subsequent

tasks, but it mostly investigated motivation in the same or similar tasks to the one

for which closure was achieved. Drawing from an energisation-deactivation hypoth-

esis, we investigated the effect of closure on performance and persistence in unrelated

subsequent cognitive tasks. Across four studies, we found that promotion closure had

an energising effect leading to: quicker decision times in lexical tasks (Studies 1–2),

increased persistence and greater originality (Study 3), and greater visuospatial mem-

ory performance (Study 4). In contrast, prevention closure had a deactivating effect

leading to reduced performance and persistence. No systematic differences arose in

situations of non-closure. We discuss results and implications with respect to both

regulatory closure and regulatory fit theoretical approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In their goal pursuit, people may regulate themselves on the basis

of two fundamental and independent motivation systems: promo-

tion versus prevention (Higgins, 1997). According to regulatory focus

theory, a prevention focus is related to security needs and the

accomplishment of “oughts” (obligations and duties). It implies atten-

tion to the absence/presence of negative outcomes and results in

quiescence/agitation-related emotions (Higgins et al., 1997; Shah &

Higgins, 2001). Therefore, strategies associated with this focus are

based on vigilance (Crowe & Higgins, 1997). A promotion focus on

the other hand is related to nurturance needs and the accomplish-

ment of “ideals” (hopes and aspirations). It implies attention to the

absence/presence of positive outcomes, involves eagerness strategies,

and results in dejection/cheerfulness-related emotions. Regulatory
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focus impacts several aspects of goal pursuit and goal perseveration.

For example, being regulatedbyapromotion focus facilitates action ini-

tiation (Freitas et al., 2002), whereas being regulated by a prevention

focus facilitates persistence in action when getting close to the goal

(Fuglestad et al., 2008). Moreover, attaining a goal under a promotion

versus a prevention focus has very different consequences on subse-

quent mobilisation of cognitive resources. This has been referred to as

“regulatory closure”.

2 REGULATORY CLOSURE

The goal literature shows that when individuals attain an aspired-

to goal, they can disengage from it and allocate cognitive resources

to another competing goal instead (Kruglanski et al., 2002; Schwörer

944 wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/ejsp Eur J Soc Psychol. 2022;52:944–962.
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et al., 2020; Shah, 2005). However, how much individuals move away

from an attained goal seems to depend on the regulatory focus during

goal pursuit. Experimental results show that prevention closure (i.e.,

attaining an “ought” goal or successfully avoiding negative outcomes)

has a relaxing effect on the individual, putting him or her in a “deacti-

vating state that disengages rather than engages the individual” from

the task at hand and the associated goal domain (Baas et al., 2011,

p. 796). In contrast, promotion closure (i.e., attaining an “ideal” goal

or successfully achieving positive outcomes) has an energising effect

on the individual, who as a result maintains and invests more cogni-

tive resources towards the task and in the given goal domain. This

relaxing versus energising effect has been explained by referring to

the specific emotional response associatedwith each focus (Baas et al.,

2011). Prevention success is associated with relief and calmness (Hig-

gins et al., 1997; Shah&Higgins, 2001),whichare low-arousal emotions

(Carver, 2004; Russell & Barrett, 1999). On the other hand, promotion

success triggers cheerfulness and excitement, which are high-arousal

emotions.

Previous work has investigated the effects of regulatory closure

(operationalised by giving positive performance feedback) in terms of

persistence working on, and performance in subsequent related tasks

(i.e., disengagement versus persistence within the same goal domain).

For example, prevention-oriented participants performed worse in a

second visual search test after having received positive performance

feedback on a first similar test, than after having received negative

feedback. In contrast, promotion-oriented participants performed bet-

ter after having received positive than negative feedback (Shu & Lam,

2016). Imagining or experiencing success in a prevention-framed task

also lowered participants’ engagement and performance in a sub-

sequent related task, whereas imagining/experiencing success in a

promotion-framed task increased subsequent performance (VanDijk&

Kluger, 2004, 2011; see also Förster et al., 2001; Idson&Higgins, 2000;

Shu & Lam, 2011).

Another line of research extended these initial studies by inves-

tigating regulatory closure not just as eliciting disengagement or

persistence in the samedomain, but as a potential energising force trig-

gering engagement at a general level, thus showing effects in unrelated

tasks as well. Specifically, Baas et al. (2011) studied the effect of a gen-

eral state of regulatory closure on performance in creativity tasks (see

also Baas et al., 2008). Participants were asked to recall a past event

where they had experienced a promotion success (gain) or preven-

tion success (non-loss) before completing a creativity task, unrelated

to the past event recalled. Creativity dropped following the recall of a

prevention success, as compared to a promotion success. In contrast,

creativity was not different when participants were asked to recall

a past episode of either promotion failure (non-gain) or prevention

failure (loss).

The authors explained this latter effect by pointing to research

demonstrating that an unfulfilled goal is associatedwith a discrepancy-

related tension (Förster et al., 2005) indicating that the individual

needs to keep working towards the accomplishment of the goal (Goll-

witzer et al., 2013; Gollwitzer et al., 1982; Wicklund & Gollwitzer,

1982). This is assumed to happen regardless of the focus: promotion

failure results in frustration and anger, and prevention failure results

in fear and anxiety—different but equally arousing negative emotions,

all indicating that more effort is still needed (Carver, 2004, 2006; Hig-

gins, 1997; Russell & Barrett, 1999; Shah & Higgins, 2001). Moreover,

self-reported feelings of activationwere found tomediate the effect of

regulatory closure on creativity performance (Baas et al., 2011).

In sum, Baas and colleagues’ studies (2011) suggest that promotion

closure has an activating effect that translates into higher motiva-

tion to invest cognitive resources towards another task, whereas

prevention closure translates into deactivation and subsequent disen-

gagement from the task. In contrast, both promotion and prevention

non-closure should keep the individual in an activated state, translat-

ing into higher investment of cognitive resources. Yet, these studies

focused solely on creativity, which is known to be affected by reg-

ulatory focus—a large body of research showing an advantage of

promotion over prevention in creativity tasks (without considering clo-

sure; e.g., Friedman&Förster, 2001, 2005; Sacramento et al., 2013;Wu

et al., 2008). Authors suggest that promotion focus is associated with

cognitive flexibility and divergent thinking, which are determinant of

success in creativity tasks (see Amabile, 1996; De Dreu et al., 2008).

As a consequence, different rates of success observed after promo-

tion closure versus prevention closure in creativity tasks could be due

at least partly to qualitatively different cognitive processing of these

tasks (such as cognitive flexibility and divergent thinking).

The differences observed by Baas et al. (2011) could hence repre-

sent a complex mix between the closure versus non-closure situation

and differences in cognitive thinking intrinsically linked to the foci,

rather than a sole difference in the general state of energisation due

to closure. The purpose of the present research is to analyse the effect

of regulatory closure on performance in several different tasks of a

different nature, where mobilisation of cognitive resources facilitates

performance but cognitive flexibility and/or divergent thinking are not

needed, in order to rule out the alternative explanation based solely

on these latter processes. We argue that replicating over a variety

of tasks the differences observed by Baas and colleagues in creativ-

ity tasks would produce stronger evidence strengthening the claim

that it is indeed heightened energisation that underlies the effects of

promotion/prevention closure.

3 OVERVIEW OF THE STUDIES

3.1 Overview and hypotheses

We present a set of four studies that test the interactive impact of

regulatory focus (promotion vs. prevention) and goal closure (closure

vs. non-closure) on mobilisation of cognitive resources in an unrelated

subsequent task. The set of studies uses several tasks grounded in

completely different cognitive abilities to ensure validity of the claim

of an energisation effect corresponding to a greater mobilisation of

cognitive resources in general, irrespective of the specific cognitive

process underlying success in the task. Indeed, we propose that the

difference between promotion and prevention closure does not arise

from specific cognitive processes activated under one focus but rather

from this more general energisation effect. We consider energisation
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as representing both motivational direction and intensity; that is, both

higher arousal andgreater on-task effort (Humphreys&Revelle, 1984).

In other words, the effect first identified with creativity tasks

should appear on a variety of tasks, regardless of the specific cognitive

processes called into action. Therefore, we consider a range of differ-

ent (verbal and visuospatial) tasks in which we assess speed (decision

time), accuracy, originality, memory span, and/or persistence, as a

function of regulatory focus and closure. Given themarked differences

in specific underlying cognitive processes, we argue that a similar

result across these tasks could hardly be explained by a differential

activation of all specific cognitive processes involved, but much more

parsimoniously so by a greater mobilisation of resources in general,

that is, a motivational energisation effect. As such, a replication of the

regulatory closure effect across a range of different tasks (beyond

mere creativity) would produce stronger evidence in favour of a moti-

vational energisation explanation. It would hence advance the current

state of research by ensuring that the effect is not limited to a specific

set of cognitive processes mobilised to succeed in creativity tasks but

depends in fact on amore generalisedmotivational mechanism.

We expect promotion closure to have an energising effect on partic-

ipants and thus to lead to higher performance and persistence in the

subsequent unrelated task as compared to prevention closure, which

should have a de-energising effect. In contrast, with respect to a non-

closure hypothesis, the unfulfilled goal should lead to similar levels of

performance and persistence in conditions of non-closure for both par-

ticipants with a promotion and a prevention focus. Let us note briefly

that the non-closure hypothesis might seem at odds with a regulatory

fit hypothesis (Higgins, 2000, 2006), an issue to which we turn in the

general discussion in the light of the present findings. To summarise,

we expect a regulatory focus × closure interaction effect, and a sim-

ple effect of focus in the closure condition specifically (Studies 1–4).

In two of the studies (Studies 2 and 3), we also include a control con-

dition with no closure information to ensure that any effect is indeed

due to the state of goal closure and is not evinced by default. Although

the hypotheses focus on the two simple effects of focus (in the closure

and non-closure conditions), we also report the two simple effects of

(non-)closure for each study (in the promotion and prevention focus

conditions) for clarity and transparency purposes.

We chose environmental goals (unrelated to the subsequent tasks)

where we manipulated closure. The majority of our participants

(Studies 1–3) were university students, who are known to consider

environmental issues as personally relevant and important, and are

generally committed to protect the environment (e.g., Dunlap et al.,

2000). Hence, we reasoned (non-)closure of a proenvironmental goal

would be self-relevant for participants. We initially measured partici-

pants’ proenvironmental commitment in all studies; as expected, their

commitmentwas fairly high.1 Excluding the fewparticipantswithweak

commitment did not change the results, and commitment did not inter-

1 Pro-environmental commitment was measured in all studies with 10 items (e.g., “I feel per-

sonally invested in protecting the environment”) on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all, 7 = very

much), except for Study 1 which included only six items. Scores by study were, Study 1:

M=4.92, SD=1.12; Study2:M=4.96, SD=1.20; Study3:M=5.61, SD= .99; Study4:M=5.24,

SD= 1.06. Differences with themidpoint of the scale were all significant, respectively, Study 1:

t(286) = 13.9, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.82; Study 2: t(252) = 12.8, p < .001, d = 0.80; Study 3:

t(275)= 27.0, p< .001, d= 1.63; and Study 4: t(324)= 21.1, p< .001, d= 1.17.

act with the other variables. We used a bogus feedback procedure to

put participants in a state of closure (vs. non-closure) with respect to

the goal of protecting the environment. At first glance, it might seem

that a high-level goal such as one’s proenvironmental goal is unfit to

study goal completion, as it is rather infinite in nature (and hence could

never be “complete”). However, varied evidence arising notably from

moral self-licensing literature suggests that even high-level goals can

lead to satisfactory feelings of progress towards the goal and self-

completion, and from there to reducing one’s efforts towards the goal.

A pilot study was conducted to ensure this was the case with the

current bogus feedback procedure (see details below).2

3.2 Sample size, power analysis, and small-scale
meta-analysis approach

We determined sample size based on a priori power analyses con-

ducted onG*Power (Faul et al., 2007). Although the present verbal and

visuospatial tasks are different from the creativity tasks used in past

research and could thus yield effects of different size, we drew from

Baas et al. (2011) to approximate an expected effect size for the regula-

tory focus× closure interaction.We averaged the effect sizes reported

for the interaction in their three studies and obtainedCohen’s d=0.51.

On this basis and following recommendations by Perugini et al. (2018),

we calculated the sample size required to detect such an effect as sig-

nificant at α-level of .005 with 80% power. The analysis recommended

a minimum N = 209 for a 2 × 2 design (Study 1), and N = 247 for 2 ×

3 designs (Studies 2 and 3). Hence, we aimed to attain at least these

numbers of participants in our studies. Study 4was conducted in a later

step andwe recalibrated the power analysis based on observed results

of Studies 1–3.

We additionally ran a small-scale meta-analysis on the combined

results of the four studies, which allows us to interpret and conclude

from the findings with greater confidence and reliability. Results of

each individual study are still reported in detail, but we refrain from

over-interpreting the significance of each effect in isolation, choosing

instead to base the interpretation on themeta-findings. For clarity and

transparency and as explained above, the meta-analysis considered all

four simple effects from the focus× closure interaction.

We report all measures assessed and manipulations taken in these

studies. We did not set any exclusion criterion and no participant was

excluded from the datasets. All data are publicly available on the OSF

webpage dedicated to the project: https://osf.io/dqxzr/?view_only=

7252732160f14373bba385d3b873b315.

2 Findings related to self-completion theory suggest indeed that a sense of completeness can

occur even for high-level identity-defining goals. For example, participants whose identity-

relevant intentionswerenoticedbyothers (i.e., readout loud) reported lower identity-relevant

behaviour one week later than participants whose intentions had been ignored by others, pre-

sumably because in the former case social validation procured a sense of self-completeness

(Gollwitzer et al., 2009). In other studies participants who recalled personal past moral

behaviour (Jordan et al., 2011) and participants who reflected on progressmade towards their

environmental goal (Geng et al., 2016) subsequently expressed lower prosocial and proen-

vironmental intentions – presumably because reflecting on past good deeds had procured

a sense of goal completion (see also Susewind & Hoelzl 2014). Finally, Longoni et al. (2014)

observed a similar decrease in proenvironmental efforts following positive feedback on partic-

ipants’ past environmental behaviour, which they explicitly linked to the achieved state of goal

completeness.
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4 STUDY 1: LEXICAL DECISION TASK (YES/NO)

We relied on a lexical decision task to assess how much cognitive

resources participants mobilise following a manipulation of goal

closure versus non-closure. Lexical decision tasks are used to assess

the accessibility of certain words in semantic memory or the strength

of word associations (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). They can

also, however, inform about motivation and cognitive resources

mobilisation. Indeed, regardless of the words’ characteristics (e.g.,

lexical frequency), decision times decrease when participants invest

more cognitive resources in the task (Mutter & Hashtroudi, 1987),

and conversely increase with cognitive load (Cohen & Gollwitzer,

2008). Moreover, heart rate deceleration (an indicator of cognitive

processing) predicts faster responses in the lexical decision task

(Panayiotou & Vrana, 2004). Correct answers (i.e., “word” or “non-

word”) are supposed to be obvious for any native speaker and indeed

rates of correct answers are usually extremely high in such decision

tasks—the variability appearing, rather, on time taken to answer. The

latter measure is thus most often used as the relevant indicator of

performance, rather than the mere rate of correct answers. Hence,

for the first study we relied on (shorter) lexical decision times as an

indicator of (greater) general mobilisation of cognitive resources in the

task.

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Participants

A total of 320 undergraduate students in psychology at the University

of Geneva (65 male and 255 female) of an average age of 20.8 years

(SD=4.20) participated in the study in exchange for course credits. The

entire class was enrolled in the study, resulting in a greater sample size

thanminimally required. They participated in sessions of 30–40 people

in the university computer rooms. The study adopted a 2 (Regulatory

Focus: promotion vs. prevention) × 2 (Closure: closure vs. non-closure)

between-subject design, and participants were randomly assigned to

one of the four experimental conditions (promotion-closure: n = 78,

prevention-closure:n=82, promotion-non closure:n=81, prevention-

non closure: n = 79). The study and the following ones were approved

by the Faculty of Psychology’s ethics committee at the University

of Geneva. At the end of each study, participants were thoroughly

debriefed and confirmed their consent to the use of their data.

4.1.2 Procedure and materials

The study was presented as comprising two independent parts, the

first related to the theme of environmental protection, and the sec-

ond to lexical capabilities. All participants started with the regulatory

focus manipulation task before going through the proenvironmental

goal (non-)closure procedure. They then carried on with the lexical

decision task in which wemeasured decision times.

Regulatory focus

Regulatory focuswas induced through the “current ideals or ought pro-

cedure” described by Freitas and Higgins (2002) (see also Guo & Spina,

2015). In the promotion (vs. prevention) condition, participants read

“Wewill nowaskyou toperformavisualisation task. Please think about

something you ideally would like to do (you think you ought to do). In

otherwords, please think about thehopes or aspirations (duties or obli-

gations) that you currently have. Please spend at least 2–3min to think

about these hopes or aspirations (duties or obligations) as this is very

important for the study.” They then reported on one or two of such

hopes (duties). The questionnaire was configured so that it was not

possible to continue to the next page before at least 60 s had elapsed.

Participants spent about 2½min (median of 150 s) on the task.

Pro-environmental goal (non-)closure

Participants answered 20 questions inspired by the General Envi-

ronmental Behaviours Scale (Kaiser & Wilson, 2004) assessing their

daily-life green behaviours (e.g., “For my everyday travelling, I use pub-

lic transportations or bicycle or walk”, “I eat vegetable protein sources

instead of meat”, “I favour companies with an ecological background”).

They then received a bogus feedback allegedly based on their answers

to these questions. The feedback defined the participant’s position rel-

ative to an alleged official standard (set at 50 points on a scale ranging

from 0 to 100), that is, the “official recommendations of the national

Office of Sustainable Development for protecting the environment”

(see Lalot et al., 2018; Longoni et al., 2014, for similar paradigms).

Depending on the experimental condition (non-closure vs. closure),

participants received a negative feedback (score of 35 out of 100) ver-

sus a positive feedback (score of 65) depicted on a graph. Thewebpage

depicting the graphwas programmed so that participants had to spend

at least 10 s on the feedback page before being able to continue.3

We piloted the goal closure manipulation to ensure that the given

scores would indeed trigger a sense of (non-)closure. Detailed results

of the corresponding pilot study (N = 202) are reported in Electronic

Supplementary Material (ESM1). In summary, results confirmed that

a score of 35/100 led all participants (irrespective to the regulatory

focus manipulation) to consider they were “far from” achieving their

goal, on average. The score of 65/100 led participants in prevention

(but not promotion focus) to believe theywere “close to achieving their

personal environmental goal” (where participants in promotion were

more likely to believe they were only “on the way of achieving their

goal”). Replicating past findings (Lalot et al., 2022), following positive

feedback participants in promotion focus set a higher personal proen-

vironmental goal whereas participants in prevention focus were happy

merely to maintain their goal at the level they had reached. In sum,

the pilot study demonstrated that a score of 35/100 induced goal non-

closure irrespective of the focus, while a score of 65/100 induced goal

closure in a prevention focus solely.

3 At the end of the experiment, when participants were asked to recall the feedback they had

received, 95% of them (304) did recall their feedback, and thosewho did not were equally split

between the positive feedback (7) and negative feedback condition (9). Excluding these par-

ticipants from the analyses did not impact the results. Figures were similar for the following

studies.
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TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics of themeasures of performance and persistence as a function of regulatory closure and regulatory focus for
Studies 1–4

Non-closure Control Closure

Prevention Promotion Prevention Promotion Prevention Promotion

Study 1

Decision times 397 (98) 412 (83) – – 424 (92) 390 (83)

Study 2

Decision times 778 (127) 776 (125) 755 (116) 780 (106) 821 (155) 754 (116)

Study 3

Items solved 11.54 (1.50) 11.35 (1.55) 11.48 (1.76) 11.46 (1.68) 11.57 (2.03) 11.73 (1.58)

Originality 16.40 (3.95) 17.71 (4.59) 16.68 (3.55) 16.37 (4.27) 18.17 (6.16) 16.23 (4.50)

Persistence 254 (108) 286 (148) 322 (172) 337 (307) 257 (118) 378 (219)

Study 4

Corsi span 5.44 (0.98) 5.12 (1.10) – – 5.02 (1.01) 5.40 (0.96)

Note: Standard deviations are indicated in brackets. For Studies 1 and 2, the measure is mean decision times in the yes/no lexical decision task (in millisec-

onds). For Study 3, measures are number of items solved (from 0 to 13), mean originality of solutions found (% frequency of the response across the sample;

lower frequency indicating more original solution), and persistence in terms of time spent on the task (in seconds). For Study 4, the measure is average Corsi

(visuospatial memory) span over four tasks (score from 0 to 9).

Dependent variable: Decision times

The dependent variable was assessed by using a yes/no lexical decision

task, presented as an unrelated study. The taskwas created on E-Prime

2.0. It required participants to determine as quickly and accurately as

possiblewhether strings of letters appearing on the screenwerewords

or non-words. Participants were instructed to put their two index fin-

gers on the keyboard keys “E” and “I”, and to press the former when

the presented item was a word and the latter when it was a non-word.

Fifteen words were created through a random word generator (e.g.,

“figure”) and 30 non-words were created through the pseudoword

generator Wuggy (Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2010) based on the initial

words template (two variations per initial word, e.g., “tesure”). Partic-

ipants first went through a training phase of ten items (five words and

five non-words, different from the test items) and then completed the

test phase, which included three blocks. In each block, the 45 items

were presented in a randomised order. Participants could take a break

between the blocks. All trials appeared at the centre of the screen,

preceded by a 1000-ms fixation cross (+). A lower-case string of letters

was then presented and remained on the screen until participants

pressed a key. To ensure that shorter decision times really indicated

better performanceandnot simply speeding through the task, only cor-

rect responses were considered in the analyses (86% of all responses).

In addition, we tested whether error rates differed between experi-

mental conditions. Results (reported in a footnote) ensured that error

rates were similar across conditions.4 Overall, mean decision time was

406ms (SD= 90); for further descriptive statistics, see Table 1.5

4 We tested whether Regulatory Focus and Closure impacted error rate in Study 1 with a full-

factorialANOVA.The interactionwasnot significant,F(1, 316)=0.02,p= .88,Cohen’sd=0.02,

95% CI [−0.21, 0.24], nor were any of the main effects, Fs < 1.78, ps > .18. In Study 2, we ran

a full-factorial ANOVA with Regulatory Focus, the two contrasts corresponding to closure C1

andC2and all relevant interactions. TheC1×Regulatory Focus interactionwas not significant,

F(1, 247)= 1.82, p= .18, η2p = .01, nor were any of themain effects, Fs < 1.35, ps > .25.

4.2 Results

We ran a repeated-measure ANOVAwith block of presentation as the

first within-subject factor, word category (word versus non-word) as

the secondwithin-subject factor, andRegulatoryFocus (Promotion=1,

Prevention = −1), Closure (Closure = 1, Non-closure = −1), and their

interaction as between-subject factors. There was a linear main effect

of block of presentation indicating a learning effect, so that decision

times got shorter as participants carried on from the first (M= 450ms,

SD = 111) to the second (M = 396 ms, SD = 94), and to the third block

(M = 373 ms, SD = 89), F(1, 316) = 288.1, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.91,

95% CI [1.64, 2.17]. There was also a main effect of word category,

so that decision times were shorter for words (M = 353 ms, SD = 91)

than non-words (M = 438 ms, SD = 101), F(1, 316) = 638.1, p < .001,

d= 2.84, 95%CI [2.53, 3.15]. Themain effects of Regulatory Focus and

Closure were not significant, Fs < 0.85, ps > .35, ds < 0.10. More inter-

estingly, the expected Regulatory Focus × Closure interaction effect

was significant, F(1, 316)= 5.27, p= .022, d= 0.26, 95%CI [0.04, 0.48].

As predicted, participants in prevention closure were slower to

respond than those in promotion closure (see Figure 1), t(316)=−2.36,

p = .019, d = −0.27, 95% CI [−0.49, −0.04]. The simple effect of

Regulatory Focus was nonsignificant in the Non-closure condition,

t(316) = 1.08, p = .28, d = 0.12, 95% CI [−0.10, 0.34]. We addition-

ally explored the simple effects of each focus, todeterminewhether the

differencewas driven by a demobilisation effect in prevention, an ener-

gisationeffect inpromotion, orboth. Thedifference inprevention focus

was just short of significance, and participants in prevention focus tend

5 In similar lexical decision tasks, authors often decide to exclude responses times that are

either extremely fast or extremely slow. Criteria for exclusion, however, vary from study to

study. We chose here not to exclude any responses times from the aggregated data. It should

be noted that excluding outliers responses times (> 2,500ms) did not change the results of the

analyses.
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BOOSTEDBYCLOSURE! 949

F IGURE 1 Decision times (in ms) in the
yes/no lexical decision task as a function of
focus and regulatory closure in Study 1. Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

to respond more slowly in the Closure than in the Non-closure con-

dition, t(316) = 1.87, p = .062, d = 0.21, 95% CI [−0.01, 0.43]. No

significantdifferenceacross closure conditionswas found inpromotion

focus, t(316)=−1.56, p= .119, d=−0.18, 95%CI [−0.40, 0.05].

4.3 Discussion

This first study revealed that participants with a prevention as com-

pared to a promotion focus mobilised fewer cognitive resources in

a subsequent unrelated verbal task (as indicated by longer decision

times) when they were in closure (i.e., they had received positive

feedback on their pro-environmental behaviour). In contrast, when

participants were in non-closure (i.e., had received negative feedback),

they mobilised an equal amount of resources in the promotion and

prevention focus conditions.

Whilst consistent with our hypotheses, the pattern of results was

less pronounced than expected, especially for simple effects. One pos-

sible explanation refers to the format of the lexical decision task used.

Yes/no lexical decision tasks have been criticized for suffering from

non-optimal responding accuracy and high processing demand (Perea

et al., 2002). As an alternative, authors have suggested a go/no-go for-

mat of the lexical decision task (Gordon, 1983; Gordon & Caramazza,

1982). Hence, we conducted a second study that aimed to replicate the

pattern of findings obtained in Study 1 while relying on a go/no-go, in

lieu of a yes/no, lexical decision task. Moreover, in Study 2 we added

a control condition with no closure information in order to ensure

against any default effect of regulatory focus in the verbal task, and

to better disentangle the effects imputable to closure and non-closure.

We expected the control condition to be similar to the non-closure

condition, as no goal would be achieved in any of these conditions—

as compared to the closure condition. In other words, we specifically

hypothesised a simple effect of regulatory focus in the closure condi-

tion but neither in the non-closure nor in the control condition.

5 STUDY 2: LEXICAL DECISION TASK
(GO/NO-GO)

5.1 Method

5.1.1 Participants

A total of 253 undergraduate students in psychology at the University

of Geneva (42 male and 211 female) of an average age of 21.3 years

(SD=5.06) participated in theonline study in exchange for course cred-

its. The study adopted a2 (RegulatoryFocus: promotion vs. prevention)

× 3 (Closure: closure vs. non-closure vs. control) between-subject

design, and participants were randomly assigned to one experimen-

tal condition (promotion-closure: n = 45, prevention-closure: n = 39,

promotion-control: n= 38, prevention-control: n= 47, promotion-non

closure: n= 43, prevention-non closure: n= 41).

5.1.2 Procedure and materials

Again, we first induced a promotion versus prevention focus, and then

provided positive, negative, or no feedback on whether participants

were meeting the alleged official standard for environmental protec-

tion behaviour. To decrease potential suspicions about the research

hypothesis, a filler task (a personality questionnaire, taking approx-

imatively 5 min to complete) was introduced after the feedback

procedure. Participants then finally completed the lexical decision

task.

Regulatory focus

Regulatory focus was induced the same way as in Study 1 through

the “current ideals or ought procedure” (Freitas & Higgins,

2002). Participants spent about 2 min (median of 124 s) on the

task.
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950 LALOT ET AL.

Pro-environmental goal (non-)closure

Closure was manipulated as in Study 1 but a control condition was

added. Participants answered 20 questions assessing their daily-life

green behaviours, on the basis of which they received either a pos-

itive, negative, or no feedback (Closure vs. Non-closure vs. Control

condition, respectively).

Dependent variable: decision times

The dependent variable wasmeasured through a go/no-go lexical deci-

sion task, presented as an unrelated study. The task was created and

hostedonPsyToolkit (Stoet, 2010, 2017), and consisted in determining,

as quickly and accurately as possible, whether strings of letters appear-

ing on the screen were words or non-words. Participants were asked

to press the space bar if the item was a word, and not to respond if

the item was a non-word (see Gordon, 1983; Perea et al., 2002). The

materials included 21words and 21 non-words. Participants first went

througha trainingphaseof six items (threewordsand threenon-words,

different from the test items) and then completed the test phase,which

included two blocks. In each block, the same 42 items were presented

in a randomised order. All trials appeared at the centre of the screen,

preceded by a 200 ms fixation cross (+). A lower-case string of let-

ters was then presented and remained on the screen until participants

pressed the space bar (deciding the itemwas a word) or until 2,000ms

had elapsed. Intertrial time was set to 500 ms. Most responses were

correct (93% correct, 5% false alarm, and 2%miss). Again, only correct

responses (for words) were considered in the analyses. As in the previ-

ous study, error ratewasunaffectedby theexperimentalmanipulations

(see note4). Overall mean decision time was of 776 ms (SD = 125, see

Table 1 for further descriptive statistics).

5.2 Results

Respecting our specific hypothesis that the effect of regulatory focus

should only be evinced in the closure condition, we entered Closure

as a set of two contrasts (hypothesis contrast C1: Closure = 2, Non-

closure = −1, Control = −1; orthogonal contrast C2: Closure = 0,

Non-closure = −1, Control = 1). We then ran a repeated-measure

ANOVA with block of presentation as the within-subject factor, and

Regulatory Focus (Promotion = 1, Prevention = −1), C1, C2, and

their relevant interactions as between-subject factors. Consistentwith

Study 1, the analysis yielded amain effect of the block of presentation,

so that decision times were shorter in the second block (M = 745 ms,

SD = 123) than in the first (M = 808 ms, SD = 143), F(1, 247) = 129.3,

p< .001, d= 1.44, 95% CI [1.16, 1.72]. More importantly, the expected

C1 × Regulatory Focus interaction was significant, F(1, 247) = 5.33,

p = .022, d = 0.29, 95% CI [0.04, 0.54]. No other effect reached

significance, Fs < 0.86, ps > .35, ds < 0.12.

Consistent with our hypothesis, in the Closure condition partici-

pants were slower to respond when they were put in a prevention

than a promotion focus, t(249) = −2.43, p = .016, d = -.31, 95% CI

[−0.56, −0.06]. In contrast, regulatory focus produced no difference

in the Non-closure, t(249) = −0.08, p = .93, d = -.01, 95% CI [−0.26,

0.24], nor the Control condition, t(249) = 0.92, p = .36, d = .12, 95%

CI [−0.13, 0.37] (see Figure 2). Furthermore, participants in prevention

focus were slower to respond in the Closure condition as compared

to the Non-closure and Control condition, t(247) = 2.26, p = .025,

d= 0.29, 95% CI [0.04, 0.54]. Decision times were not significantly dif-

ferent across closure conditions for participants in promotion focus,

t(247)=−1.01, p= .31, d=−0.13, 95%CI [−0.38, 0.12].

5.3 Discussion

The second study provides further evidence that participants who

have received positive feedback on their pro-environmental behaviour

mobilise fewer cognitive resources in a subsequent unrelated verbal

task (as indicated by longer decision times) when being prevention-

focused as compared to being promotion-focused. In contrast, in

conditions of non-closure (negative feedback), participants in a pre-

vention focus invested as much cognitive resources as participants in

a promotion focus. This latter pattern was also evinced in the control

condition where participants received no feedback and hence presum-

ably did not reach closure either. Shorter decision times in promotion

closure were found for a similar rate of error across conditions, which

suggests that the energisation effect indeed translates into greater

performance and notmerely speeding through the task. As such, Study

2 using an improved version of the lexical decision task replicates and

strengthens the results of our first study.

However, a limitation of Studies 1 and 2 is that they only relied

on decision times as a proxy for mobilisation of cognitive resources

in the subsequent task. We hence conducted a third study to address

this limitation, approaching cognitive resources mobilisation through

another way, that is, participants’ persistence in the task. Indeed,

the energisation-demobilisation hypothesis implies that participants

should show greater persistence in the task following promotion (vs.

prevention) closure (i.e., persisting for a longer time on the task). To

investigate this possibility, in Study 3, we relied on a word comple-

tion task paradigm where participants could invest as much time as

they wanted. This task also allowed us to consider the number of items

correctly solved as a second indicator of performance. Indeed, and in

contrast with the lexical decision tasks used in Studies 1 and 2, we

anticipated that participants would not solve all items, but that the

number of items solved would increase with participants’ persistence

in the task. Finally, we considered a third index, namely the relative

frequencyof solutions foundby theparticipants, as an indicator of orig-

inality (itself a key dimension of creativity). This last measure allowes

us to link the present findings back to Baas and colleagues’ (2011) orig-

inal findings (which all revolved around indicators of creativity) and to

assess this dimension as amore direct replication of their results.

In addition, Studies 1 and 2 both used the same manipulation of

regulatory focus. As experimental manipulations often only pertain

to certain aspects of the theoretical concept to be operationalised

(e.g., Chen & Bei, 2017), conceptual replications with different manip-

ulations are vital to ensure that the concept is indeed grasped—the

respective shortcomings of each method cancelling each other out by
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F IGURE 2 Decision times (in ms) in the
go/no-go lexical decision task as a function of
focus and regulatory closure in Study 2. Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

force of repetition (see Webb et al., 1966). In Study 3, we therefore

turned to a different regulatory focusmanipulation, whichwe describe

below. Consistent with previous findings, we expected participants in

prevention closure to persist for less time, solve fewer items, and find

less original solutions, than participants in promotion closure, but no

difference between promotion and prevention in the non-closure and

control conditions.

6 STUDY 3: WORD COMPLETION TASK

6.1 Method

6.1.1 Participants

Students at the University of Geneva were contacted by email to par-

ticipate in an online study. The sample included 277 participants (97

male and180 female)with an average ageof 24.9 years (SD=8.03). The

study adopted a 2 (Regulatory Focus: promotion vs. prevention) × 3

(Closure: closure vs. non-closure vs. control) between-subjects design,

and participants were randomly assigned to one of the six experimen-

tal conditions (promotion-closure: n = 48, prevention-closure: n = 44,

promotion-control: n= 46, prevention-control: n= 54, promotion-non

closure: n= 48, prevention-non closure: n= 37).

6.1.2 Procedure and materials

As in Studies 1 and 2, the study was presented as a two-part survey,

the first being related to environmental protection, and the second

consisting of a test of lexical abilities. The procedure unfolded as in

the previous studies, starting with the regulatory focus manipulation,

then the pro-environmental goal (non-)closure procedure, and finally

the word completion task.

Regulatory focus

The regulatory focus induction aimed to put participants into a specific

mindset (a value-framing procedure; see Falomir-Pichastor et al., 2011,

Study 3). To create a cover story coherent with the closure manip-

ulation, participants were asked to think about pro-environmental

values, according to which “every individual should do their best to

combat environmental issues such as global warming, energy overcon-

sumption and depletion of natural resources”. Three short tasks were

then presented that covered different aspects of regulatory focus:

type of goal, type of strategy, and outcome valence. Depending on

experimental condition, participants indicated to what extent their

environmental values represented a personal ideal, a moral aspiration,

and a goal to attain (promotion condition) versus an obligation, an

ought, and a requirement to respect (prevention condition; 1 = Not

at all, 7 = Absolutely). Second, they listed two positive consequences

of proenvironmental actions as well as two examples of strategies

and means allowing people to act in agreement with environmental

values and promoting environmental behaviour (promotion condition)

versus two negative consequences of anti-environmental actions and

two examples of strategies preventing people from acting in disagree-

ment with environmental values and preventing anti-environmental

behaviour (prevention condition). Finally, they reported towhat extent

theywould feel certain emotionswhenacting in a pro- (three emotions)

and anti-environmentalmanner (three emotions). In the promotion (vs.

prevention) condition, the positive emotions were related to cheer-

fulness (vs. quiescence) and the negative emotions were related to

dejection (vs. agitation; see Shah & Higgins, 2001). Participants spent

amedian time of around 4min (Me= 243 s) on the task.

Pro-environmental goal (non-)closure

Closurewasmanipulated as in Study 2. Participants answered 20ques-

tions assessing their daily-life green behaviours, on the basis of which

they received either positive, negative, or no feedback (closure vs.

non-closure vs. control condition, respectively).
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952 LALOT ET AL.

Dependent variables: Persistence, performance and originality in the

word completion task

The word completion task was presented as a second and unrelated

short study, in which the researchers were interested in “the partici-

pants’ lexical capabilities”. The goal was to complete a series of letters

with a given number of missing letters to form a “real” word. Items

were generated using a lexical tool (Lexique 3; New, 2006) to allow

several different correct answers. Some items displayed the first let-

ters of the word (e.g., MIS_ _ _ _) and some others displayed the last

letters (e.g., _ _ _ LET). Words’ length ranged from three to ten letters.

All thirteen items appeared together on a single page (in a randomised

order) andparticipantswere asked to solve asmany as they could. They

were explicitly allowed to leave fields blank if they could not find a solu-

tion, and we recorded howmuch time they spent on the task (M= 309

s, SD = 196). We additionally calculated the relative frequency of

solutions found, that is, how frequent versus unique one participant’s

answers were (mean percentage frequency ranged 5.30-50.20%, M

= 16.93, SD = 4.58—a smaller number indicating less frequent, hence

more unique answers). We finally considered the number of items cor-

rectly solved. Unexpectedly, most participants solved all or almost all

items (33% solved all 13 items, 30% solved 12 items, and 19% solved

11;M= 11.5 items, SD= 1.68; see Table 1).

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Time spent on the task

As is often the casewith single timemeasures, the variablewasnot nor-

mally distributed; we therefore applied a logarithmic transformation

before running the statistical analyses (results were roughly similar

when considering raw times). As in Study 2, we entered closure as a set

of two contrasts (hypothesis C1: Closure = 2, Non-closure = −1, Con-

trol=−1; orthogonal C2: Closure= 0, Non-closure=−1, Control= 1).

We ran a linear regression model including Regulatory Focus (Promo-

tion = 1, Prevention = −1), C1, C2, and the relevant interactions. The

analysis revealed a main effect of Regulatory Focus, t(271) = 2.56,

p = .011, d = 0.31, 95% CI [0.07, 0.55], and a marginal main effect of

the orthogonal contrast C2, t(271) = 1.92, p = .056, d = 0.23, 95% CI

[−0.01, 0.47]. More importantly, the expected C1 × Regulatory Focus

interaction was significant, t(271) = 2.65, p = .008, d = 0.32, 95%

CI [0.08, 0.56]. No other effect reached significance, ts (271) < 0.71,

ps > .47, ds < 0.08.

In the Closure condition, participants spent less time on the task

when put in a prevention than a promotion mindset, t(273) = 3.64,

p < .001, d = 0.44, 95% CI [0.20, 0.68]. In contrast, there was no dif-

ference between promotion and prevention focus in the Non-closure

condition, t(273) = 0.79, p = .43, d = 0.10, 95% CI [−0.14, 0.33], nor

in the control condition with no feedback, t(273) = −0.04, p = .97,

d = −0.01, 95% CI [−0.24, 0.23]. In contrast with previous studies, the

simple effect of prevention focus across conditions of closure was not

significant, t(271) = −1.34, p = .18, d = −0.16, 95% CI [−0.40, 0.08].

However, participants in promotion focus spent significantlymore time

on the task in the Closure than in Non-closure and Control condition,

t(271)= 2.43, p= .016, d= 0.29, 95%CI [0.06, 0.53] (see Figure 3a).

6.2.2 Number of items solved

The ceiling effect observed on the number of items solved led to a

non-normal distribution of the variable (Skewness = −2.10, SE = .15).

Given the skewed distribution, we chose to rely on a generalised linear

model (gamma probability distributionwith log link function).We ran a

GLM includingRegulatory Focus (Promotion=1, Prevention=−1), C1,

C2, and the relevant interactions, on the number of items solved. Even

though the pattern was descriptively going in the expected direction

(see Figure 3b), the C1 × Regulatory Focus interaction was not signif-

icant, b = -.02, SE = .03, Wald’s χ2(1) = 0.52, p = .47, d = 0.09, 95% CI

[−0.15, 0.32], nor were any other effects, χ2 < 1.05, ps > .30, ds < 0.12,

presumably because of the large ceiling effect on the number of items

solved and the resulting lack of variance.

6.2.3 Relative frequency of solutions found

We finally turned to the relative frequency of solutions found by par-

ticipants (only correct solutions were considered). The linear regres-

sion model revealed a significant C1 × Regulatory Focus interaction,

t(271) = −2.09, p = .038, d = −0.25, 95% CI [−0.49, −0.01]. No other

effect reached significance, ts < 1.20, ps > .23, ds < 0.15. In the Clo-

sure condition, participants found fewer unique solutions when put

in a prevention than a promotion mindset, t(273) = −2.04, p = .043,

d = −0.25, 95% CI [−0.49, −0.01]. In contrast, there was no differ-

ence between promotion and prevention focus in the Non-closure

condition, t(273) = 1.32, p = .19, d = 0.16, 95% CI [−0.08, 0.40],

nor the Control condition with no feedback, t(273) = −0.34, p = .73,

d = −0.04, 95% CI [−0.28, 0.20]. The difference in prevention focus

was just short of significance, with participants tending to report

fewer unique solutions in the Closure than the Non-closure condition,

t(271) = 1.94, p = .054, d = 0.24, 95% CI [−0.003, 0.47]. The simple

effect of promotion focus across conditions of (non-)closure was not

significant, t(271)=−1.00, p= .32, d=−0.12, 95%CI [−0.36, 0.12] (see

Figure 3c).

6.3 Discussion

The third study extends findings of the two previous studies by demon-

strating that the regulatory closure effect also appears in terms of

persistence in the subsequent task. Participants in prevention clo-

sure spent less time on the task, suggesting a lesser mobilisation of

cognitive resources. Replicating the results of Baas and colleagues

(2011), we found that participants in prevention closure also reported

more frequent, that is, less original and less creative, solutions to

the different items. Importantly, the pattern of findings on both per-

sistence and originality in the task supports these authors’ claims
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BOOSTEDBYCLOSURE! 953

F IGURE 3 Results of Study 3: (a) Time
spent on the word completion task in seconds,
(b) Number of items solved (0 to 13), and (c)
Relative frequency of solutions found, as a
function of focus and regulatory closure. Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

that the boost by promotion closure is indeed a matter of cog-

nitive resources mobilisation, beyond mere creativity processes in

play.

Moreover and with respect to the present Studies 1 and 2, rely-

ing on a different manipulation of regulatory focus (a value-framing

procedure instead of the current-goal task) further supports the

assumption that the underlying construct at stake is indeed regula-

tory focus, and not merely the type of goal (ideal vs. obligation) made

salient.

However, Study 3 could not identify any effect on the level of per-

formance, assessed through the number of items correctly solved. Par-

ticipants unexpectedly solved almost all items, which clearly reduced

the variance of this variable andmade it impossible to identify any vari-

ations across conditions. Given this shortcoming, we decided to run
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954 LALOT ET AL.

one additional study that would take a different approach to assess-

ing cognitive resource mobilisation by using a performance measure

that would not rely on time (neither decision times nor time spent on

the task). As the first three studies focused on lexical tasks and ver-

bal performance, we decided to turn to a completely different sort of

task. Indeed, with respect to the energisation hypothesis, the boosting

effect of promotion closure should appear in all types of tasks. Study 4

was therefore introducedwith the aim to test the energisation hypoth-

esis in a classic visuospatial memory task, the Corsi test (Berch et al.,

1998).

7 STUDY 4: VISUOSPATIAL MEMORY TASK

Visuospatial working memory refers to the subcomponent of work-

ing memory responsible for dealing with visuospatial information

(Pickering, 2001). It is often studied as an interindividual cognitive

difference, with some people benefiting from greater memory capac-

ities than others (Fischer, 2001). However, performance in visuospatial

memory tasks is also a function of effortful allocation of cognitive

resources in the task: performance has been found to decrease when

cognitive load increases (Vandierendonck et al., 2004). Conversely,

performance increases when a motivational incentive (e.g., money)

compensates for an initial lack of motivation towards the task (Dovis

et al., 2012). Together, these results suggest that performance in a

visuospatial memory task is also an indicator of cognitive resources

mobilisation in the task. In the present study we relied on the Corsi

block-tapping test, which is the most common task used to assess

visuospatial memory (Fischer, 2001; Pickering, 2001) and consists in

repeating a sequence of visuospatial information of increasing length

(details of the task are explained below). We considered performance

in the task, or Corsi span, as an indicator of mobilisation of cognitive

resources.

The preceding three studies were planned as a set, and Study 4

was added in a later stage of the research. Therefore, for this study

we adapted the calculation of expected effect size by considering

the effect sizes of the three preceding studies. We aggregated the

observed effect sizes of our own Studies 1–3 and that of Baas et al.

(2011), which resulted in an estimated d = 0.42 for the regulatory

focus by closure interaction. As done previously, we set α = .005 for

the power analysis, which recommended N = 306 for 80% power.

We rounded this number up to 320 (i.e., around 80 participants per

cell). We preregistered the design, sample size, and planned analyses

of Study 4 via Aspredicted: https://aspredicted.org/77wq3.pdf, as a

conceptual replication of the previous studies.

7.1 Method

7.1.1 Participants

British participants were recruited and remunerated through the

online data collection platform Prolific. A total of 325 participants

(103 male, 212 female, 10 undisclosed) of a mean age of 25.4 years

(SD = 5.50) completed the study. The study adopted a 2 (Regulatory

Focus: promotion vs. prevention) × 2 (Closure: closure vs. non-closure)

between-subject design, and participants were randomly assigned to

one of the four experimental conditions (promotion-closure: n = 79,

prevention-closure:n=77, promotion-non closure:n=84, prevention-

non closure: n= 85). Average scores on the proenvironmental commit-

ment measure showed that this sample (from the general population)

cared for the environment just as much as the student samples used in

Studies 1–3 (see note 1).

7.1.2 Procedure and materials

The study was created and hosted on Psytoolkit. As in the previous

studies, we first induced a promotion versus prevention focus, and

then provided either positive or negative feedback on whether par-

ticipants were meeting the alleged official standards for protecting

the environment. As in Study 2, a filler personality questionnaire was

inserted after the feedback procedure. Participants finally completed

the visuospatial memory (Corsi) task.

Regulatory focus

Regulatory focus was induced in the same way as in Study 3 through

a value-framing procedure and participants were asked to write about

proenvironmental values in a way that induced either a promotion or a

preventionmindset.

Pro-environmental goal (non-)closure

Closure was manipulated as in the previous studies and partici-

pants received either positive or negative feedback (closure vs. non-

closure), allegedly based on their self-report of 20 daily-life green

behaviours.

Dependent variable: Visuospatial working memory span (Corsi)

Participants were then introduced to the Corsi block-tapping test,

which we adapted from the computer version proposed on Psytoolkit.

A random configuration of nine purple squares appeared on the screen

and squares would “light up” (turn yellow) in sequence, one at a time.

At the end of the sequence, participants recreated the sequence by

clicking the appropriate squares, using the computer mouse. The task

startedwith a 2-square sequence and increased in difficulty (+1 square

each time) for as long as participants correctly recreated the sequence.

If they made an error, they received one more trial at the same level of

difficulty. The task reached an end when participants failed twice in a

row or when they had successfully reproduced a 9-square sequence,

which was the highest level of difficulty. Their score, or Corsi span

length, was the highest number of squares that they successfully

recalled in sequence.

To increase score reliability, participants completed the task four

times: twice with the classic “forward” instructions, and twice with

“backward” instructions. The Corsi backward variant is similar to the

forward task except that the sequence must be repeated from the last
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F IGURE 4 Average visuospatial Corsi
(visuospatial memory) span across four tasks
(number of items correctly recalled in a
sequence), as a function of focus and
regulatory closure in Study 4. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.

to the first square lighting up. Past research shows that it is not more

difficult than the Corsi forward task (Kessels et al., 2008). We hence

aggregated participants’ span on the four tasks to obtain an average

Corsi span (min= 2,max= 8,M= 5.25, SD= 1.02; see Table 1).

7.2 Results

We ran a linear regression model including Regulatory Focus (Promo-

tion = 1, Prevention = −1), Closure (Closure = 1, Non-closure = −1)

and their interaction on the average Corsi span. None of the main

effects reached significance, ts < 0.60, ps > .54, ds < 0.07, but the

expected Regulatory Focus × Closure interaction was significant,

t(321) = 3.11, p = .002, d = 0.35, 95% CI [0.13, 0.57]. In the Clo-

sure condition, participants performed less well in the visuospatial test

when put in a prevention than a promotion mindset, t(321) = 2.31,

p = .022, d = 0.26, 95% CI [0.04, 0.48]. In contrast with previous

studies, the opposite effect appeared in the Non-closure condition

with participants performing better when put in a prevention mindset,

t(321) = −2.08, p = .039, d = −0.23, 95% CI [−0.45, −0.01]. In addi-

tion, participants in prevention focusperformed lesswell in theClosure

than Non-closure condition, t(321) = −2.62, p = .009, d = −0.29, 95%

CI [−0.51, −0.07]. The opposite tended to be true for participants

in promotion focus, although the effect failed to reach significance,

t(321)= 1.77, p= .077, d= 0.20, 95%CI [−0.02, 0.42] (see Figure 4).

7.3 Discussion

Study 4 replicated the findings of Studies 1–3 with a completely

different measure, a visuospatial memory task. In contrast to pre-

vious studies, it also showed a specific inversion of the effect in

the non-closure condition. This effect is not consistent across stud-

ies as it appeared as nonsignificant in Studies 1–3, nor is it con-

gruent with Baas and colleagues’ (2011) findings. It concurs, how-

ever, with a regulatory fit approach, according to which negative

information about goal pursuit (i.e., non-closure) is more relevant

in a prevention than promotion focus. Instead of interpreting this

effect in isolation, we chose to rely on a small-scale meta-analytic

approach.

8 SMALL-SCALE META-ANALYSIS

8.1 Analytical strategy

The pattern of findings of the four studies is rather consistent. How-

ever, we failed to find an effect of regulatory focus on the measure

of performance in Study 3 (probably due to a ceiling effect on this

variable), and we observed a simple effect of regulatory focus in the

non-closure condition in Study 4 only. The simple effects of promo-

tion and prevention focus also showed variations from study to study.

To better estimate the reliability of our findings and help interpreting

them, we hence conducted a small-scale meta-analysis including the

findings of all four studies (Braver et al., 2014; Goh et al., 2016). We

certify the four studies included in this article and this meta-analysis

are the only ones we conducted (i.e., an empty file-drawer; Vosgerau

et al., 2019). We chose Cohen’s d as the effect-size indicator. Using

R and the metafor package (Viechtbauer, 2010), we ran random-effect

models (Paule & Mandel method; confidence intervals estimated with

the Knapp & Hartung and Sidik & Jonkman calculation; see Veroniki

et al., 2016) to test the four simple effects of Closure, Non-closure,

Prevention, and Promotion conditions.

To avoid an overrepresentation of the findings from Study 3, which

included three outcomes, we first aggregated them into a single stan-

dardised score of performance andpersistence.Wealso reverse-coded

measures of decision times (Studies 1 and2) and frequency of solutions

found (Study3) so thathigher score systematically representedgreater

mobilisation of cognitive resources in the various tasks. In order to test

for both Closure and Non-closure meta-effects properly, we did not
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F IGURE 5 Results of the small-scale meta-analysis: Simple effects of closure (a), non-closure (b), prevention focus (c), and promotion focus (d).

consider the control conditions of Studies 2 and 3 but focused instead

on the conditions of clear closure (positive feedback) and non-closure

(negative feedback).

8.2 Results

In the Closure condition, the analysis revealed a significant and homo-

geneous simple effect of Regulatory Focus, d = 0.397, SE = .023, 95%

CI [0.326, 0.469], t = 17.66, p < .001; Q(3) = 0.18, p = .98, indicating

overall greater mobilisation of cognitive resources following promo-

tion closure than prevention closure (see Figure 5a). In theNon-closure

condition, the analysis revealed a homogeneous nonsignificant effect

of Regulatory Focus, d = −0.170, SE = .068, 95% CI [−0.387, 0.047],

t = −2.49, p = .088; Q(3) = 1.72, p = .63 (see Figure 5b). Congruently

with the hypothesis, a formal comparison showed the simple effect

of closure was greater (in absolute terms) than the simple effect of

non-closure, b = .23, SE = .072, 95% CI [0.09, 0.37], z-test = 3.17,

p= .002.

Turning to the simple effects of each focus, the analysis revealed

a significant and homogeneous simple effect of prevention, indicat-

ing a lesser mobilisation of resources in closure than non-closure,

d = −0.303, SE = .056, 95% CI [−0.481, −0.126], t = −5.44, p = .012;

Q(3) = 1.11, p = .77 (see Figure 5c). Conversely, there was a signifi-

cant and homogeneous simple effect of promotion, indicating a greater

mobilisation of resources in closure than non-closure, d = 0.270,

SE = .033, 95% CI [0.164, 0.377], t = 8.09, p = .004; Q(3) = 0.42,

p= .94 (see Figure 5d). The simple effects of prevention and promotion

were of similar magnitude, b = -.03, SE = .065, 95% CI [−0.16, 0.10],

z-test=−0.51, p= .61.

9 GENERAL DISCUSSION

In the present research, we drew from previous findings on regulatory

closure to propose that promotion closure (i.e., achieving a promotion-

framed ideal goal) has a specific activating effect on the individual,

increasing the general mobilisation of cognitive resources. This is indi-

cated in an enhanced performance in subsequent tasks not related

to the attained goal. In contrast, prevention closure (i.e., achieving a

prevention-framed ought goal) has a deactivating effect on the indi-

vidual, leading to lower mobilisation of cognitive resources and thus

lower performance in subsequent tasks. The results of four studies,

presented separately and interpreted in a meta-analytical fashion,

support these hypotheses. Specifically, results show that promotion

closure (induced with respect to the goal of protecting the environ-

ment) fostered engagement, persistence, and performance in a series

of unrelated tasks, as compared to prevention closure. No effect of reg-

ulatory focus appeared in the control condition (Studies 2–3) with no

closure information, strengthening the claim that any difference was

due to the state of regulatory closure and not to differences in process-

ing style or other mechanisms associated with the self-regulation foci

by default. In addition, the difference in resources mobilisation follow-

ing closure seems tobe imputable to a deactivation effect in prevention

asmuch as to an energisation effect in promotion, as indicated bymeta

simple effects of similar magnitude.
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The effect of regulatory closure on subsequent tasks related to a

different goal domain had so far only been investigated with respect

to creativity tasks (Baas et al., 2008, 2011). By replicating Baas and

colleagues’ effect with a set of different subsequent tasks (i.e., ver-

bal and visuospatial tasks) and with different measures (shortened

decision times, originality, persistence, and visuospatial memory), we

extend these previous findings and ensure that the effect is not limited

to a specific set of creativity tasks but most likely depends on a more

generalised motivational mechanism. As such, the present findings

advance the current state of research and strengthen the assumption

that the closure effect pertains to an energisation effect, that is, a

greater mobilisation of cognitive resources, regardless of the specific

cognitive resources needed to solve the particular task. In line with

previousmodels ofmotivation andperformance, this suggests that reg-

ulatory closure impacts motivational direction and intensity, which in

turn increase information processing resources (Humphreys&Revelle,

1984).

Further, we had expected the three conditions of promotion clo-

sure, promotion non-closure and prevention non-closure to trigger an

activating emotional response (cheerfulness, frustration, and stress,

respectively) but the question remained as to whether these three

would be equally arousing. The present results suggest that promo-

tion closure has a particular quality leading to evenhigher performance

than promotion non-closure (i.e., a real “boost by closure”). This is rem-

iniscent of previous findings showing how people can benefit from a

motivational boost when they are both activated and focused on the

core elements of the task, leading in fine to better performance (Baron,

1986; Sanders & Baron, 1975).

Turning to non-closure, following a goal completion hypothesis we

suggested that non-closure (introduced here as negative feedback on

people’s environmental behaviour) should be equally activating in a

promotion and prevention focus, because of the discrepancy-related

tension underlying the unfulfilled goal (Förster & Higgins, 2005; Goll-

witzer et al., 2013; Gollwitzer et al., 1982; Wicklund & Gollwitzer,

1982). This hypothesis is consistent with past findings by Baas and

colleagues (Baas et al., 2008, 2011) who proposed that both states

of promotion non-closure and prevention non-closure are equally

activating and result in similarly high engagement in the following task.

At first glance these results could also seem consistent with the

perspective of regulatory fit (Higgins, 2000, 2006) applied to task

performance. However, as we argue in the next section, a careful

comparison of theoretical assumptions and observed results rather

suggests it is not the case.

9.1 Regulatory non-closure: Goal-completion and
regulatory fit perspectives

In a regulatory fit perspective, it has been argued that because of their

greater reliance on vigilance (vs. eagerness) strategies prevention-

oriented individuals are more sensitive to negative information about

the self and self-goals (Higgins, 2006). In addition, promotion non-

closure (or “non-gain”) could arouse feelings of sadness and dejection

(i.e., deactivating emotions; Higgins, 1987;Higgins, 1997;Higgins et al.,

1997; Shah & Higgins, 2001) rather than frustration. Non-gains (pro-

motion non-closure) hence have lower hedonic intensity than losses

(prevention non-closure; Idson et al., 2000, 2004; Liberman et al.,

2005). As Higgins (2006, p. 459) noted:

when imagining failing to make a desirable choice (i.e.,

imagining making an undesirable choice), prevention-

focused people should be more strongly engaged and

experience a stronger motivational force of repulsion

than promotion-focused people. This is because failure

maintains the vigilance that sustains the orientation of

prevention-focused people, but it reduces the eager-

ness that sustains the orientation of promotion-focused

people.

Accordingly, studies haveobserved greater performance andpersis-

tence following negative performance feedback in a prevention rather

than promotion focus (Förster et al., 2001; Shu& Lam, 2011, 2016; Van

Dijk & Kluger, 2004, 2011)—although it should be noted that all these

studies considered closure and performance within the same task or

same task domain. Yet, although the fit hypothesis as put forward

by Higgins is theorised as a full-cross interaction between promo-

tion/prevention and another element expected to fit with the foci, it

is unfortunate to note that not all papers analyse regulatory fit results

accordingly. In some instances, only the simple effects of promotion-

prevention are presented (e.g., Cesario et al., 2004; Freitas & Higgins,

2002; Idson &Higgins, 2000), while in others only the simple effects of

the fitting element are presented (e.g., Cesario & Higgins, 2008; Idson

et al., 2000; Shu&Lam, 2016). Somepapersmerge conditions of fit (e.g.,

promotion-positive andprevention-negative) to compare their average

to conditionsof non-fit (e.g.,Gallagher&Updegraff, 2011;Vaughnet al.,

2009), and finally some present the full decomposition in four simple

effects of the interaction (e.g., Cesario et al., 2013; Förster et al., 2001;

Shu& Lam, 2011). Hence, evidence in favour of the fit hypothesismight

be weaker than originally thought.

In addition, other research on incidental (vs. integral) fit has pro-

duced different results (Cesario et al., 2013; Cesario & Higgins, 2008;

Cesario et al., 2008). Where integral fit represents an alignment of dif-

ferent elements and their direct effect within the same context (e.g.,

fit between the person’s orientation and the framing of the message

or the task, strategy imposed to reach the goal, etc.), incidental fit

describes how an initial correspondence between such elements cre-

ates a “feeling right” sensation that can be misattributed and carried

over to the next task (consistentwith a feeling-as-information perspec-

tive, e.g., Schwarz, 2012). In this perspective, one could understand

prevention non-closure as a case of incidental fit (to the extent that

negative information about performance fits a prevention mindset),

as compared to promotion non-closure. Yet, incidental fit effects are

complex. Although some argue that because they feel right, people

might interpret the new situation or task as enjoyable and engage in

it more (Cesario et al., 2008), others observe that the feel-right sensa-

tion also implies that the situation does not require extensive cognitive
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investment, and as such actually reduces intensive engagement in the

task (see e.g., Koenig et al., 2009; Vaughn, Malik, et al., 2006; Vaughn,

O’Rourke, et al., 2006). Finally, some have found promotion versus pre-

vention non-closure to lead to similarly high efforts andperformance in

a subsequent task, althoughdifferent strategieswere preferred in each

focus (e.g., at an organisational level: Ahn et al., 2021; at an individual

level: Scholer et al., 2014).

Summarising the evidence above, it seems less than obvious that, as

the traditional regulatory fit perspectivewouldhave it, preventionnon-

closure should automatically lead to greater engagement than promo-

tion non-closure. Although the simple effect of non-closure emerged

as significant in one of the studies (Study 4)—which could prime facie

be seen as evidence in favour of the regulatory fit perspective—the

small-scale meta-analysis mostly supports predictions from goal com-

pletion theory and Baas and colleagues’ previous findings (2011): the

simple effect of focus under closure was significant while the simple

effect under non-closure was not, and both were different from each

other. Further research is needed to better distinguish these effects

and identify the specific conditions that make it more likely for pro-

motion non-closure to lead to greater or lower engagement (see also

Carver, 2004; Hamstra & Schreurs, 2018).

9.2 Limitations and future directions

Four studies yielded a consistent pattern of results while relying on

different measures, manipulations, and types of participants, which

strengthens the reliability of our findings. Nevertheless, they still

present some limitations that future research needs to address. First,

in all studies we relied on proenvironmental goals and values tomanip-

ulate the state of (non-)closure. Imposing on participants the goal

domain provides the advantage of being able to ensure that the sub-

sequent task stays unrelated to the goal domain used to establish

closure/non-closure, and it allows us to maintain the goal domain

constant between participants (which is not necessarily the case, for

example, when participants freely choose to recall one past episode of

personal success/failure in any goal domain). However, it also requires

that the domain be relevant for all participants. In our case, it seems

that the theme of protecting the environment was engaging enough

for our population of university students and young adults, who all

reported moderate to high proenvironmental commitments across

studies. Nonetheless, future studies might want to vary the domain

in which closure is manipulated or assessed as well as target issues

that some people feel highly committed to resolve whereas others are

not.

Second, we focused on performance and persistence in cognitive

tasks. Here too, it would be appropriate to test the effect of regulatory

closure on the performance of other types of tasks. Baas et al. (2011)

noted that analytical problem-solving tasks would be a particularly rel-

evant type of tasks as it had previously been shown that a prevention

focus is more beneficial in those than a promotion focus (Förster &

Dannenberg, 2010). Still, it is not yet known whether and how this

advantage depends on the state of closure. Less intellectual and more

physical tasks should also be explored. In addition, the specific mech-

anism through which resource mobilisation increases performance

remains to be identified. As Baas noted, “activation involves a combi-

nation of physiological, cognitive, and affective reactions” (Baas et al.,

2011, p. 795). The exact components at play in the current set of

studies, especially in promotion closure, remain to be explored.

Moreover, it must be noted that performance in the present tasks

was not explicitly incentivised.One could argue that participants’moti-

vation could be different, for example, if performing well had some

benefit either for themselves (reward) or towards the general goal (e.g.,

would result in a donation for a proenvironmental charity). However,

people do not always need external incentives to engage in a task:

more internal factors linked to self-evaluation motives such as self-

improvement andachievement (Sedikides&Strube, 1997) and intrinsic

motivation (Deci & Ryan, 2000) can be motivating enough—and those

were most likely present, to an extent, in the current research. In addi-

tion, indirect evidence from moral self-licensing literature (see note 2)

suggests that the pattern of efforts relaxation following closure can

arise regardless of the level of incentivisation or real-world relevance

of the task (Geng et al., 2016; Jordan et al., 2011). In sum, we would

expect that a stronger incentivisation of the task (e.g., with external

rewards)most likely does not influence the pattern of results observed.

Nonetheless, future studies should investigate the issue of incentivi-

sation further to see (a) what forms of internal motivation might

be present and responsible for the results, or (b) whether external

incentives produce different results.

Finally, the effects of closure could also be investigated in less

performance-oriented domains such as morality. Research has shown

how recalling past moral behaviour (i.e., moral closure) can paradoxi-

cally lead toweaker intentions to actmorally in the future (for reviews,

see e.g., Blanken et al., 2015;Mullen &Monin, 2016). It seems possible,

therefore, that the relaxing “self-licensing” effect is especially likely to

appear under prevention moral closure, whereas promotion moral clo-

sure would foster the further adoption of consistent moral behaviour

(Lalot et al., 2022). This intriguing possibility would need to be inves-

tigated in relation to other factors influencing the self-licensing effect

(see e.g., Conway & Peetz, 2012; Lalot et al., 2018; Susewind & Hoelzl,

2014).

9.3 Conclusion and outlook

The present results replicate and extend previous findings in the liter-

ature that attaining a goal has different implications when the person

is regulated by a promotion or a prevention focus. They show that pro-

motion closure is activating and leads to investing sustained cognitive

resources in a subsequent unrelated task, whereas prevention clo-

sure is deactivating and leads to lesser engagement, performance, and

persistence. Albeitmodest in size, these findings have real-world impli-

cations. Although disengagement from an attained goal is an effective

strategywhenever thenewly acquired resources are then reinvested in

another competing goal (Oettingen, 2012; Schwörer et al., 2020), pre-

vention closure seems to decrease investment of resources altogether,
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at least temporarily. Considering regulatory focus as an adjustable

component of the environment first (as was the case in the present

research), our results suggest that task characteristics (i.e., those that

put people in a more promotion or prevention focus) in everyday life

could either facilitate or limit the emergence of the regulatory closure

effect. One can notably imagine plenty of examples in the workplace

(see e.g., Higgins & Pinelli, 2020): closure in tasks that induce promo-

tion focus (such as successfully developing a newprogramme, template

or more generally an innovative idea, or positively concluding a nego-

tiation process with clients) is more likely to result in motivational

energisation. In contrast, closure in tasks that induce prevention focus

(such as finishing a careful text proofreading, accounting checking, or

replying to all important emails before a set deadline) is more likely to

result inmotivational deactivation. Organisational psychologistsmight

utilise the present findings to advise workplace practices and identify

the optimal times when employees should take a break (i.e., after final-

ising prevention tasks). Going further, ambiguous tasks or those that

can easily be focus-framed might benefit from being framed in promo-

tionwhen individuals are close to completing them, so they can benefit

from themotivational boost.

Second, considering regulatory focus as an individual difference, the

results also imply that different individuals would benefit from differ-

ent closure strategies. Prevention-oriented people, be they students

or teachers, employees, or leaders, would benefit from taking a break

after successfully completing a first task to properly engage in the fol-

lowing one. In contrast, promotion-oriented peoplewould benefit from

directly moving on to the next task so they can take advantage of their

energisation while it lasts.
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